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About the Course 

Ethical issues arise today’s world as a 

result of the rapid and far-reaching 

changes caused by movements like 

globalization, and the increased 

sophistication and pervasiveness of 

technology in all of life. Issues arise for 

Christians because our values are at 

variance with the world’s. Thus, Christians 

need a theological framework which can 

guide thought and action and develop 

Christian character.  

This course provides a framework within 

which Christians can make moral choices 

especially for ethical issues such as those 

related to the beginning and end of life, 

sexuality, marriage and family, wealth and 

poverty.  

 
About the Lecturer  

Kiem-Kiok is Lecturer in missiology and interdisciplinary studies. She brings her 

legal and theological training, as well as work experience in marketplace, church 

and para-church organisations into this role. Previously she was lecturer and 

registrar at East Asia School of Theology where she taught a variety of courses in 

intercultural studies. She has published on a diverse range of subjects including a 

contextual commentary on Matthew (ATA, 2017), contributed to the Dictionary of 
Christian Spirituality (Zondervan, 2011) as well as on religious harmony in Faith in an 
Age of Terror (BGST, 2018). She and her husband, a Methodist pastor, enjoy walking in the 

outdoors. 

 
 

Dates (2020) 
Feb 5, 19 
Mar 4, 18       
Apr 1, 15 
(7:15pm – 10:00pm) 
 

Location 
Biblical Graduate School of 

Theology  
50 Kallang Pudding Road, 

#07-01, AMA Building,   
Singapore 349326 

Credits 
1.5 / 3 CR 
 
Class Format 
Live 
 
 

Fees* 
  S$225/S$450 (1.5 / 3 Credit)  
                                                 
  S$120 / S$240 (1.5 / 3 Audit) 
                            
 

* Students from Host 
Churches are entitled to 

20% off credit courses only 

 

 

TS253, 1.5 CR / TS252, 3 CR 
Introduction to Christian 
Ethics 
Dr Kwa Kiem Kiok 
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Academic Information 

Course Texts 

Adeney, Bernard T.   Strange Virtues: Ethics in a Multicultural World.  Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 

Press, 1995. 

Friesen, Gary T.  Artists, Citizens, Philosophers: Seeking the Peace of the City: An Anabaptist 
Theology of Culture.  Scottsdale, PA: Herald Press, 2000. (soft copy uploaded on Moodle) 

Rae, Scott B.  Moral Choices: An Introduction to Ethics, 3rd edition.  Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 

2009 (Chapter numbers in this synopsis are from this edition. There is a 4th edition, 2018, of 

this book) 

 

Course Objectives 

In the course, participants will: 

1. Be able to recognise some of the ethical issues which face Christians and the church and 
develop a framework for making ethical decisions. 

2. Develop appropriate postures in engaging on difficult ethical issues with those who hold 
differing points of view 

3. Appreciate and understand the pertinent issues underlying some of the more significant 
ethical questions in contemporary society (e.g., the state, war, and marriage and sexuality, 
technology, environment, poverty & wealth, etc.) 

4. Develop their ability to analyse ethical questions from inter-disciplinary perspectives      

 

Course Format & Schedule 

Session Lecture Topics Readings 

5 Feb Introduction, Engaging in Church and 
Society 

Rae Chap 1-2 

19 Feb  Euthanasia and care for the elderly Rae Chap 8 

4 Mar  Gender ethics, marriage and 

homosexuality 

Rae Chap 10 

Adeney Chap 9 

18 Mar  Debate* (date and time may change to suit 

the class) 

 

1 Apr  Reproductive and Biomedical 

Technologies  

Rae Chaps 6 & 7 

15 Apr  How should we live? Friesen Chap 6 & 7 
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Course Requirements 

1. Journal Reflection (30%). Each week, after class, students will write a reflection on the class 

discussion. These reflections should not merely repeat the discussion, but add the student’s 

own reflection, struggle, or conclusion on the discussion. If students do not attend the class, 

they shall do a reflection on the reading for that day. Each journal reflection should be between 

300 to 600 words. There shall be a total of 5 journals due. If a student does not attend class 

that week, they should still hand in a journal reflection, based on the reading for the week.  

2. Debate (40%). Students will be grouped into teams, depending on class size, and will debate 

on one of the following topics.  

a. It is unethical for Christians to fight in a war. 

b. Capital punishment is necessary as a deterrent against serious crime. 

Students will be graded on the quality of their presentation and debating skills, as well as their 

posture and interactions with each other.  

3. Research Paper (30%). Students will research on an ethical issue which has not been 

discussed in class. They will also make a short presentation (10 mins) of their research project 

for the benefit and learning of the whole class. This should be up to 3,000 words.   

For those doing TS252, in addition to all that is listed here, they shall do the following: 

1. Read Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture and write an essay covering all the following points 

a. Summarise Niebuhr’s 5 typologies 

b. Which typology does your church/ denomination follow? How is that reflected in the 

works of the church, sermons preached and activities of your church /denomination? 

c. How would you suggest that your church could have a more rounded or balanced 

approach to culture?  

2. Prepare an Annotated Bibliography of 16 to 20 resources on the ethics around Artificial 

Intelligence, OR Climate Change, OR Refugees. 

3. Write a second research essay on an ethical issue.  

 

Course Assignment Policies 

1.         For style and formatting of assignments, please refer to the document “General Formatting for 

all Assignments” available on your course Moodle page. 

2. ALL assignments are to be submitted by uploading via Moodle. Alternatively, assignments can 

be sent via email to assignments@bgst.edu.sg without the need to c.c. the lecturer (unless requested 

by the lecturer). 

3. Unless otherwise indicated, students must submit their assignments 3 months after the first 

day of the month following the last class/session (“first deadline”). After the first deadline, students 

will be granted a further 3-month extension automatically (“second deadline”). However, students 
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who submit after the first deadline will incur the penalty of a one-third grade deduction on the specific 

late assignment (e.g., B+ will be downgraded to B). After the second deadline, the status of the 

incomplete course will be converted from Credit to Audit.  This conversion will not affect overall GPA. 

 

First Deadline: 1 August 2020  

Second Deadline: 1 November 2020  

 

NOTE FOR STUDENT PASS HOLDERS:  The first and second deadlines are shortened to 1 month 

and 2 months respectively. 

Students are advised that BGST strongly discourages plagiarism. For more information on this point 

(what plagiarism is, how BGST penalises it), please consult the BGST 'Guidelines for Academic 

Papers’. 

 

 

 

For more information, contact us at Biblical Graduate School of Theology 

50 Kallang Pudding Road, #07-01, S (349326) 

Tel: 65-62276815    bgst.edu.sg   Email: inquiry@bgst.edu.sg 

http://www.bgst.edu.sg/

